Abstract. A novel method for remote optical diagnostics of the atmosphere at heights 30-60 km is proposed. TI• method relies on exciting atoms and molecules of minority species by electron impact during and following an ionizing microwave pulse injected from a focused ground-based transmitter. Free electrons produced in the breakdown region are the exciting agents for the atmospheric target molecules. The mixing ratio of the minority species can then be measured by either detecting the direct emission from allowed transitions or by utilizing lidar techniques to measure the excitation level of metastable states. Computer simulations of the intensity of the expectexl emission, based on kinetic theory of air breakdown, are presented. It is shown that mixing ratios below particle per trillion can be detecte• using microwave heaters with state of the art effective radiation power and modern detection technology.
. Schematic of the proposed concept.
source. The second part presents a strawman diagnostic facility and discusses the techniques for measuring the relevant mixing ratios. Consistent with the objectives of the paper the analysis is based on two illustrative examples. The paper concludes with a summary and suggestions for future work and implementation.
Atmospheric Breakdown and Airglow

Production
A microwave pulse focuse• at an altitude z with power density above the breakdown threshold generates an electron density n(t) which is given by where rrjs presents the corresponding cross section and f(v, P, o:) is the stationary electron distribution function as a function of the microwave frequency and incident power density. From the above equations we find that the temporal evolution of M, during the microwave pulse In equation ( It is convenient to express the photon flux Pj, at the detector as a function of the total energy E in the microwave pulse. This can be achieved by noting that for air the energy q per ionization pair is a function of • only. It is given by Figure 4d of Tsang et al. [1991] . In determining the value of ei in this reference, an initial value of n(t = 0) was required which was taken a 1 el/cm '3. However, as was noted there, under conditions of above threshold irradiation the effect of n(t = 0) on ei was logarithmically small, and to zero order the value of ei is independent of n(t = 0). 
A Strawman Facility
The potential and the technological requirements of a breakdown facility for atmospheric diagnostics can be best illustrated by referring to a concrete example. The particular example refers to diagnosing an altitude range 30-50 kin. In selecting the microwave frequency, we Additional difficulties in measuriag emission lines can be due to overlapping by strong lines emitted by majority species. For example, the 6-5 transition of the nitrogen first positive band (•o=847 nm) and the Ar I (•o=810 rim) can possibly affect detection of the C1(,X=808.7 nm) line. Such effects shotfid be studied using breakdown in small laboratory chambers, although, since both lines are due to forbidden transitions, we do not expect serious detection problems.
Since the nighttime concentration of C1 is by 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the day, a correspondingly lower C1 photon flux is expected. A possible nighttime detection scheme utilizes coincidence measurements using two mirrors. Such a scheme operating at a 1-kHz repetition rate cotfid possibly detect mixing ratios below particle per billion (ppb) with an integration time of less than 1 s. 
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